All Nautiques
For measurements W, X and Y,
measure to the edge of the flange,
the largest part of the exhaust outlet.
Swim Platform

Exhaust
Outlet

This bracket is located under the center
of the swim platform. Look at the
pictures (next page) to identify which
type bracket your boat has. Measure to
the center of the bottom pair of bolts
(green line in pictures). If your bracket
is not shown, or your boat does not have
a bracket, contact us.
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Please note if the exhaust
outlet is to the left or the
right of the propeller. In
this drawing, the outlet is
shown on the left. If dual
exhaust, then -Both-
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To obtain the most accurate measurements, place masking tape on your hull vertical
to the center of the propeller (purple line in drawing) and mark the tape. A square or
level is helpful but not necessary.
Measurement X requires the most accuracy. Measure X from the center line
(purple) to the edge of the exhaust outlet. The exhaust outlet is 6” in diameter. It is
the outermost portion of the exhaust outlet that we want you to measure to.

Hydro Gate

For measurement Y, it may be difficult to determine the bottom of the boat we are
asking you to measure to. Just pick what seems to be the bottom edge. The
accuracy of this measurement is not critical.

1. Is the exhaust outlet located on the:

-Left-

-Right-

-Both/Dual-

2. If both/dual, are they -Level- or is the -Left- or -Right- higher by _________ inch.
3. What is measurement -X- ________

or if “Dual” see additional measurements page.

4. Center platform bracket (see pictures): Ring 2

3

4

6 -holes,

Spacer -Yes-

-No-

What are measurements -W- _________, -Y- __________.
Does your boat the Nautique Hydro Gate - see picture above:

-Yes-

-No-

Please email these measurements to us: mail@FreshAirExhaust.com
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Horizontal Ring

Vertical Ring

2 hole bracket

3 hole bracket

6 hole bracket

4 hole bracket

4 hole bracket with spacer

